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Benefits
The Equitonic 9 dispenses safe, ultra-low
sound wave frequencies that penetrate the
deepest layers of the body’s tissue to dissolve
cellular trauma and speed up the natural
healing process.

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
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Promotes calm and clarity
Decreases recovery time from
inflammation and surgery
Increases hyaluronic acid production
Enhances sleep quality and
relaxation
Provides relief from chronic pain and
stress
Heightens athletic performance
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Equitonic 9® Basic Operation
1.

Charging—When you need to charge the
Equitonic 9 (E-9), and whenever the red LED
(1) blinks (indicating the battery is low).

2.

Plug the charger into any socket (100-240V) and
into the E-9 at point (5) for 1.5 hours for a full
charge, which will provide up to 45 hours of
operation. The red LED will turn to yellow then
green when fully charged.

3.

ON/OFF—Hold down the middle button (2) for
1 second to switch the E-9 ON or OFF.

4.

Timer—To select the desired timer function,
push the left button (3) repeatedly until you
find the desired setting:
10 Minute Light ON = Unit stops after 10
minutes
3 Hour Light ON = Unit on for 3 hours, off
for 3 hours, then repeats
Alarm Light ON = Beep will sound after 10
minutes

5.

Signals—To select between the three
signals (4), press the right button until the
desired light illuminates.

Basic Treatment Guidelines—Apply the E-9
to the whole body from head to hoof, focusing
on points of pain or injury, stopping for several
seconds on points, circling around joints and sore
spots. The RESTFUL signal can also be applied by
fixing it to the stall 5 to 10 feet away from the
horse on the 3 Hr setting with the charger
plugged in. The deep penetrating waves in all
signals will work through blankets and casts, and
the E-9 can be used over metal without risk of
heating. If the signal seems too strong, especially
at the beginning of the treatment, just move the
E-9 a few inches to several feet away from the
horse until you observe a relaxing effect, then
approach slowly.

Signal Description
RESTFUL—The Restful signal is for overworked
horses to help relax and speed recovery of
muscles, bones, and joints. It is also used to calm
agitation or nervousness. Apply the E-9 to the
body or mount to the stall wall or ceiling
projecting toward the middle of the stall, and set
it for the 3 Hr on/3 Hr off setting. Leave it on for a
few days (batteries) or weeks (charger). This is
very time-efficient therapy.
ACUTE—Apply E-9 to any issue. Start a few feet
away to dissipate static tension. As the horse gets
sleepy, apply to areas of pain or injury. Keep it
moving, follow nerves and meridians, and circle
around organs, pains, and joints. For colic, start
near the head, follow the back, and gradually
approach the belly. Apply to the belly. Go slow,
expect results. For emotional issues like cribbing,
nervousness, and weaving, etc., apply as above.
Like a boil, the emotional issues may come to a
head and release. Go slowly and follow what the
horse may seem to enjoy.
PRE RACE—The Pre Race signal brings the horse
to a state of calm, clear, and focused awareness.
Approximately 30 to 45 minutes before the race,
apply for 10 to 15 minutes (this will replace
neurotic energy with inspired energy).

Frequently Asked Questions
-Can I use the Equitonic 9 too much?
No, you can use the unit for as long as you like
without any adverse affects.
-Does the unit have to be touching the horse to be
effective?
No, the unit can be effective up to 20 feet away.
-How does Equitonic Therapy alleviate pain?
Equitonic Therapy alleviates pain by reducing
cellular trauma. Specifically, the therapy works by
calming inflamed cells so they devote their energy
and resources to healing rather than producing
painful and often disruptive inflammation.
-What if I don't see immediate results?
Equitonic Therapy provides effective relief for
most horses. Some experience instant relief, yet
others experience results over a longer period of
time-especially if their illness or injury has been
cumulative or they have been dealing with chronic
pain.

Specifications
Treatment

Equitonic Massager

Frequency

8-800 Hz

Battery Specs

3.6V, 700mAh NiCd rechargeable
battery

Battery Life

Up to 45 hours

Charger

100-240V, 50/60 Hz, 9V

1.5 hours for full charge,
automatically shuts off when
Charging Time
charged. For maximum battery
life, charge only when the red
light appears.
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